Important note: NOT Colin Barry’s this month See below
NZR modellers in all scales getting together to share
their common interest in our own railways.

Regular meetings the last Sunday of every month from
10am at rear of Colin Barry’s garage, 7 Hadlow Place,
Burnside. 03 358 3681, colin.barry48@gmail.com
Burnside

This quite remarkably realistic FM guard’s van bogie in 1:34 scale was mastered by Phil
Rzoska and built by Brent Hopley. It is fully sprung and the swing links actually work.

Newsletter February 2022
On the last Sunday in January we managed a fine
summer’s morning and a good turnout, all things
considered.
The previous night the Sutton Tools drill factory in
Kaiapoi where Wayne Williams works had virtually burnt
to the ground so it was a relief to hear from Bryan
Lawrence that the only building to be saved was one that
Wayne works in. Let’s hope the Australian owners do
decide to rebuild.
James Gobbe quite clearly likes his work because he
also models it. His Alec Fenton kit based DC looked a
fine sight ahead of a string of sleeper wagons correctly
loaded with nicely detailed concrete sleepers. The
sleepers were the work of Jason Horne and Trevor
Corrin. Jason designed them in CAD and made 3D
prints, and Trevor then made resin castings. James for
his part after painting the sleepers picked out the
bedplates in black. He then formed the sleepers into neat
stacks and chained the stacks securely to the wagons.
Spoiler alert: James didn’t paint the lower level bedplates.
Jason Horne had also drawn up and 3D printed three
types of electric points motors. Two of these have
decipherable lettering on their cases!
As previously mentioned in these pages, Peter
Jamieson has embarked on building his first layout and
knows he has a lot to learn. We were all there once so for
my own part it’s nice to be able to help where I can, and
Peter is a willing student. He had brought along some
small radius Peco points, which I felt obliged to point out
would not really be suitable for main line use, at least if he
intends to run steam locos. I showed him how Colin Barry
had used medium radius turnouts on his main lines and
the small radius ones on sidings.
Peter, Paul Carpinter and I also discussed the Peco
point blade contacts and the powering of live frogs. Paul
was of the opinion that the Peco contacts are reliable

enough whereas I have found that over time dirt and other
things get into them and they don’t necessarily work
reliably. With Peter having so much to do I suggested he
use the built-in contacts to start with and if they do start to
give trouble later on he can fit an external switch then.
As already noted, Brent Hopley had brought along a
completed 1:34 FM guard’s van bogie. He also had a large
bag of bits (sorry I never noted how many — but lots) to
make another bogie. Brent had also been loaned a
number of assembly jigs.
Literally years in development by Auckland modeller,
Phil Rzoska, these bogies are pretty much the ultimate.
Inside each of the cosmetic coil springs is a real
compression spring, giving both primary and secondary
springing, and along with these there are working swing
links to provide lateral movement. As Jason noted, the
springs only provide enough pressure to send the wheels
down into any low spots in the track, the main weight
normally being carried by the cast springs — so what we
have is a form of semi sprung suspension.
It was interesting to hear from Reuben Romany about
the Covid arrangements at Garden City MRC. Basically,
everyone must have a vaccine pass, with mask wearing
up to individual members according to circumstances.
Your scribe had just fitted a Loksound decoder to
Gordon Barr’s T class loco, so brought it along to show
off. Unfortunately it did not produce any sound running on
DC.
No models from Scott Shadbolt this time when he
dropped in for a while with his young son, but he
mentioned having a Railmaster DX ‘to build sometime’.
Colin Barry’s rail truck was nearly completed (with help
from Tim Marshall), and his little G scale loco was also
coming along — it needed parts of its mechanism
replaced with parts from another model.
— Peter

 Trevor Corrin has kindly volunteered to host our meeting Sunday

This weekend

 Scan in, wear a mask indoors, don’t come if you are not well
 From 10am: 37 Clarendon Terrace, Opawa, 980 7571 / 027 559 9252

Thanks as always to Colin Barry for hosting us and to Helen for the usual fine morning tea
Remember

:

Come if you can this Sunday : Leave a gold coin before you go
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Brent Hopley and Helen Barry having a catch-up.

The Sutton Tools (formerly P&N) Kaiapoi factory as it was
on opening day in 1962. Sadly it was razed to the ground by
fire on January 30. Fortunately the building Wayne Williams
works in was saved. So far there has been no decision on a
rebuild.

Peter Jamieson, left, discusses his layout plans with Paul
Carpinter.

Jason Horne spots the camera aimed in his and James
Gobbe’s direction.

Bryan Lawrence, left, with Kevin Leigh and the inevitable
cell phone.

Brent Hopley, left, had a long conversation with Canterbury
Railway Society Treasurer, Michael Leefe, not necessarily
about money.
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Highly detailed points motors from Jason Horne

Jason Horne’s three different 3D printed points motors.

Prototype GRS points motor.

The model GRS points motor compares well with prototype
above.

Remarkably clear lettering on the 3D printed model
Westinghouse points motor.

‘Nippon’ something is readable on this model.
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James Gobbe’s sleeper train

James’ finely detailed DC, built from an AKF brass kit, heads a train of 3D printed concrete sleepers. Jason Horne drew up
and printed the patterns, and Trevor Corrin cast them in urethane resin. James then painted them, picked out the bedplates
in black and formed them into stacks that he then lashed to the flat wagons with stout chains.

Fine, crisp details abound on the DC.

Other features of the DC include the roof fan and finely
etched nickel silver mesh.

The bedplates show up well in this view.

A full load of sleepers, neatly stacked and well secured with stout chains.
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More on the Phil Rzoska/Brent Hopley FM bogie

In the 1:34 FM van bogie not even the weld lines have been omitted. Built by Brent Hopley from parts mastered by Phil
Rzoska.

This view shows the working swing links to good effect.

The bag of many bits to make a bogie (centre), and the jigs
that Phil loaned, along with a bogie for size comparison.

Gordon Barr’s Baldwin T class Consolidation

Gordon Barr’s rather handsomely proportioned Baldwin T class 2-8-0. Built by his friend Trevor Borlase from a John Agnew
kit, Peter Ross fitted a Loksound decoder and touched up the paint. It was looking and sounding good — although with no
DCC at Colin’s the sound did not work there.
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Colin Barry
Colin Barry continues to recover from the stroke he had
last year. Progress is not as fast as he would like, mainly
in that he still tires quite quickly. He’s still modeling
though:
 The rail truck (right) ended up being a collaborative
effort between Colin and Tim Marshall, and has turned
out rather well. The front power bogie is a NWSL Flea,
while the truck body parts including the ’35 Jailbar Ford
Cab came from Trevor Corrin.

 Colin is gradually fulfilling a long-held ambition to have
a G scale loco. The Bachmann 2-4-2T, below and right,
needed parts of its mechanism replaced with parts from
another model, and that is now done.

Note from Les Downey

Seeing the mention of Milestone kits in the last newsletter,
Les Downey wrote: ‘Years ago I built this fire engine from a
PBL kit. It's a scale model of the old Kawakawa no frills fire
engine the body of which was built at one of the local
garages, the proprietor of which was also a volunteer
fireman. The castings were very crisp, exceptionally so for
their time.’

Note from Paul Young
Paul and Midge Young have not let the grass grow since
moving from Fernside to Hanmer, as the note and photos
(right) that Paul sent recently attest: ‘Yes we have made
some good progress and we are trying really hard to do a
better job than last time. So we don’t move on until we are
happy with what we have done, even if it means doing it
again and again, which has happened several times
already. We have put in a solid four months to date.
You are most welcome to call in any time you are in
Hanmer, as are any of the guys. Our address is 18 Lochiel
Drive, ph 027 479 2323.’
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Don’t believe what they say about
lightning never striking twice in the
same place. Once again the Easter
convention has had to be postponed — but
only until October 7—10 (fingers crossed).
You can download the latest newsletter here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O4h-vV8qLJxJ27W6_KdOaas0lm94TrK/view?usp=sharing
January roll call
Colin Barry
Paul Carpinter
James Gobbe
Brent Hopley
Jason Horne

Peter Jamieson
Bryan Lawrence
Michael Leefe
Kevin Leigh
Tom Lynch

David Maciulaitis
Reuben Romany
Peter Ross
Scott Shadbolt

Notes from afar
Ian Hammond and his good friend Mike Boutle have both
visited us from the UK in the past, so this note from Ian
may be of interest: ‘Mike and I did have a day out last
weekend and made it to Doncaster and the train show
there. It wasn’t really finescale however the first show for
over two years! A lot of box shifters, 60+, and about 20
layouts, a couple of which were what I would call
atmospheric, the rest — well nice!
Mike managed to get a loco model he had been looking
for (he’s collecting models reflecting his youth in
Cambridge and his grandfather's era as a driver there.)
We trudged around the hall seeking this model and found
them priced from £90 - £120. Back to the £90 stall and
asked for a deal — £70 was the final price.’

